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This paper examines the commercial opportunities for electrical energy storage, 
taking market prices as given and determining the extent to which a strategy of 
arbitrage across the day, buying at the lowest price times at night and selling at the 
highest price times during the early evening, and relying on price forecasts one 
problems as the market moves to absorb increasing amounts of wind, then char-
acterises the nature of prices, which reveals the importance of a strategy in which 
power is absorbed into store for a relatively few hours of the day and discharged 
into place in order to render storage over relatively longer periods more attractive 
-
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1. INTRODUCTION
the conversion from other forms of energy, for example via combustion, or conversion of electrical 
energy into other forms of energy, for example from chemical energy in batteries, or releasing po-
development over time from local supply to national and even international supply systems has 
burden of storage historically has taken place at the input level, via storage of coal, natural gas and, 
-








they are of vital importance to the maintenance of readily available electricity supply which is a 
-
of energy storage within a broadly economic framework, commonly with a particular institutional 
a range of issues, but one of the key aims is to analyse the impact of storage on prices; another is to 
instead on price-taking facilities, a more realistic assumption in countries where storage activities 
There are broadly two economic approaches that can be taken in evaluating the optimal 
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is a missing market problem
same time, some of the balancing activities potentially undertaken by storage facilities represent a 
form of business stealing as they would replace activities previously undertaken, and rents previ-
-
and distribution resources are retired or replaced, broader considerations come into play, but we do 
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There are periods within our data sample when one or the other happens for hours at a time, 
 This leads to 
Demand management, for example through real-time pricing, has potential, but naturally 
cannot tackle the problem that consumers want the lights on when it is dark, more than when the 
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 The total capacity 
-
would be barely used; there is a long and almost continuous withdrawal from store in the period 
Commercial stores of natural gas are able to operate on the basis of an annual withdrawal 
and charge cycle, but most of the variance in gas prices comes over the long term in an annual cycle, 
electrical power, but the energy content of compressed natural gas per cubic metre is much higher 
than in electricity storage media such as compressed air, so if used for compressed air storage it 
less biddable system of generation, because solar power does not work in the evening in winter 
3. ARBITRAGE AS THE FOCUS OF COMMERCIAL STORAGE
-
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within the day there are certainly peak times when the price is over twice as much as it is in dead 
and sale strategy needs to be undertaken, in which particular periods showing the lowest prices and 
that is able to look ahead in a relatively sophisticated manner to decide on when to take in and when 
-
pable of carrying a large amount of energy if the purpose is to charge and discharge over relatively 
P
Future price (t, t + N) – day-ahead price (t)/
day-ahead price (t).
Figure 3: Wholesale prices in the week starting 13 January 2014 (Monday)
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at least recover the short term variable costs associated with the store operation, which in turn de-
by exploiting arbitrage opportunities in the balancing market, we performed a series of simulations 
we use actual dimension of the Huntorf plant ,which imply a charge and discharge rate of 1 hour, as discussed in more detail 
Figure 4: An example of a fairly typical daily pattern




the plant has input costs of x y
1 ]x y
/
export pumping capacity of 
Therefore, if it operates by inputting for  in a day, 
and exporting for the same period of time, it will input a total of 
/  A
y xp p
change every period, but the approach that recommends itself is to start with the lowest period for 








where dytp  and 
d
xtp  are the export and import price, respectively, at day d
1A x y
results in an optimum number of periods, where each period at least adds something in terms of 
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sharp price variations due to demand imbalances, within the limits of the technical characteristics of the plant, and therefore 
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data covering the interval d
with d
3.1.1 First stage
 as the number of periods needed to charge and discharge the plant each day, for 
















The same principle for selecting the optimal combination could be applied to other summary in-
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discussed above we 
one-day-ahead forecasts of half-hourly prices are obtained through an estimated time series model 
-
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of the scenario analysis we 
 This means that the average charging/discharging time is one hour, 
thus we have to exclude combinations of charge/discharge with less than one hour interval between 
Assessing an arbitrage procedure usually implies the computation of risk measures which 
-
 and 
The optimal value of  was also determined in stage two by considering only positive prof-




main summary index. -
of operations in response to observed prices which is limited by the technical characteristics of the 
the optimal value of  
-
 
in weekdays of winter 
the performance index clearly increases for values of 
identify the optimal value of 
The results based on the stochastic approach, which rely on one-day-ahead price forecasts, 
are perfectly comparable with the analytical procedure because the selected optimal strategy is al-
. Results rely on the optimal 
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T the forecasted prices for each settlement 
period of time T + 1 are available and, assuming 
minimum forecasted price and sell at the maximum forecasted price within day T 
when 
To give an idea of the main results obtained using the stochastic approach, the average 
less than
-
 and the best performance is even compatible with 
-
guish between days of the week and seasons, but adopting the rolling window approach discussed 




the results for weekdays in winter are virtually unchanged, while for weekdays in summer the op-
timal value of 
-
-
4. FORESEEABLE CHANGES IN THE PRICE STRUCTURE
-
smooth power demand over the day relative to the situation at present, lowering margins between 
that a key factor relates to what is assumed about plant that is retired, once renewables become more 
-
-
. Results rely on the day-ahead 
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1 and D  
 and D
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tory, impression from the data is that the vagaries of wind are such as to make any answer prob-
is more solar generation in the middle of the day and if, as in Germany, there were a midday peak in 





Time of day comparison
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essentially controllable and will involve a portfolio combination of gas and coal generation varied 
1, 1, 1,
f f f
t t t t t tp g L W
where the meaning of 1,
f
t tx  is the forecast at t of the value in t + 1 for a generic variable ‘x p is 
wholesale power price, L is load and W -




concentrate on forecasts of wind and ignore solar power, because until very recently this appears not to be measured as an 
Linear Log log
Standard error Standard error
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forecasts that might predict calm or a windy period for several days?




power over more than one day in order to help balance supply and demand over protracted periods 
Are things likely to change much in future? The characteristics of wind imply that whilst 
generation that means periods of calm tend to occur together, as do periods which are exception-
periods longer than a few hours are ill-suited to demand management tactics, because switching a 
-
new means of incentivising longer term storage may need to be contemplated as an alternative 
market,  since storage in media such as compressed air energy storage is technically feasible for 
-
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